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In this letter we use high resolution scanning transmission electron microscopy to study epitaxial

YBa2Cu3O7�d (YBCO) nanocomposite thin films. We find that twin boundaries (TB) in YBCO

nanocomposite thin films are disturbed by the presence of secondary phase nanoparticles as well as

by intergrowths. Secondary phases promote the nucleation of TBs and, at the same time, result in

bending, decreasing and changing the TB’s spacing. On the other hand, the local strain ensuing from

the partial dislocation associated to Y248 and Y125 intergrowths break the vertical coherence of

TBs. This interaction results in a complex domain structure where twin boundary coherence is no

longer satisfied and twin spacing is reduced down to a few nanometers precluding vortex channeling

at low temperatures. VC 2013 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4793749]

While high temperature superconductors (HTS) have

reached high standards, there is still a strong interest in

developing YBa2Cu3O7�d (YBCO)-based thin films and

tapes with enhanced critical current densities for electronic

and power applications1,2 and plenty of room for improve-

ment. A fundamental challenge is to immobilize the mag-

netic flux lines and thus prevent resistive losses in the

presence of large magnetic fields. This problem can be

tackled through nanoscale engineering of defects in the crys-

tal. Vortex pinning is extremely dependent on the micro-

structure of the HTS films, and vortex interaction with

defects is rather complex. For example, extended defects

such as grain boundaries with misorientation angles greater

than 5� might depress critical currents,3,4 but they can also

exhibit much higher critical current densities due to the pres-

ence of dislocations, twin boundaries, intergrowths, etc.

These defects can pin the magnetic flux lines and promote an

enhancement of the superconducting properties.

Unfortunately, the naturally occurring defects are not

effective enough at large magnetic fields. Significant research

has been directed at strategies based on nano-engineering of

ordered arrays of defects, which have achieved effective flux

pinning,5–9 and recently even the possibility to suppress the

pinning anisotropy in very high Jc films.10,11 The nanocompo-

site HTS films exhibit a challenging open front where a non-

superconducting phase is dispersed in the superconducting

matrix. By modifying the deposition technique, the formation

of either coherent, cube-on-cube epitaxially oriented nanopar-

ticles within the bulk of the film or incoherent, randomly ori-

ented nanodots can be achieved.7,8,11 The ensuing different

microstructures render dramatic changes in the flux pinning

mechanism: while films grown by pulsed laser deposition

(PLD) show directional effects in Jc, solution derived compo-

sites exhibit a characteristic isotropic pinning behavior. The

solution derived nanocomposites feature a huge increase of

the Y2Ba4Cu8O16 (Y248) intergrowths, consisting of an extra

Cu-O chain layer. These defects, along with twin boundaries

(TB), are the most widespread defects and thus more relevant

to the microstructure and critical currents of the YBCO films.

It has been recently established that TBs may act both as pin-

ning sites or flux channels depending on the temperature and

the magnetic field orientation12 and that Y248 intergrowths,

specially the associated partial dislocations of their bounda-

ries, also play a very important role in vortex pinning.11,13,14

In this scenario, the investigation of the atomic structure

of individual defects, their intrinsic self-assembling behavior

as well as their interaction is thus critical to the understanding

of the flux pinning efficiency of the HTS nanocomposites. In

the present letter, we use aberration corrected scanning trans-

mission electron microscopy (STEM) to study TBs and Y248

planar defects in solution derived YBa2Cu3O7�x-BaZrO3

(YBCO-BZO) nanocomposite thin films. A standard four

probe transport technique was used to measure the critical cur-

rent density angular dependence, Jc(h). The samples where

rotated in a maximum Lorentz Force configuration, being h
the angle between the magnetic field and the crystallographic

c-axis of the YBCO film. We will show how the embedded

secondary phases act as extra nucleation centers for the forma-

tion of twin boundaries, resulting in films with higher density

of twin domains and shorter twin spacing. Both nanoparticles

and the associated defects distort the twin boundaries affecting

both their spacing and coherence across the entire sample

thickness. These defects yield changes in dimensionality, size,
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and even orientation of the TBs, which will definitely affect

their roles as pinning sites or as flux channels. In particular, it

is shown that vortex channeling is strongly precluded in

nanocomposites.

YBCO-BZO nanocomposite films with thicknesses in the

250 nm range were grown on (001) LaAlO3 substrates.

Samples were prepared from metalorganic precursor solutions

with stoichiometric quantities of Y, Ba, and Cu anhydrous tri-

fluoroacetates, where Ba or Zr anhydrous trifluoroacetates

have been added to achieve the desired composition of the

YBCO-BZO nanocomposites, in this case 10% molar. Further

details on solution preparation, deposition, and processing can

be found in previous works.11,15–17 These settings result in a

superconducting YBCO layer with high values of isotropic

pinning force, Fp
max� 20 GN m�3 (10 mol. % BZO).10 X-ray

diffraction analysis showed (001)-oriented YBCO films with a

typical rocking curve width of the (005) peak <0.5� and in-

plane orientation spread <1�, indicating very good crystallo-

graphic alignment.

Cross-sectional and plan-view nanocomposite specimens

were investigated by conventional transmission electron mi-

croscopy (TEM) and aberration corrected STEM. Bright-field

TEM experiments were carried out in a JEOL 2010F field-

emission gun microscope. High-resolution high-angle annular

dark-field (HAADF) STEM studies were performed in a Nion

UltraSTEM, operated at 100 kV and equipped with a Nion ab-

erration corrector, and in a FEI Titan (60–300 kV) equipped

with a probe-aberration corrector, a monochromator, and a

X-FEG electron gun. The HAADF detector allows recording

incoherent Z-contrast images, in which the intensity of atom

columns directly reflects their mean square atomic number

(Z).18 Specimens for STEM and conventional TEM were

prepared by conventional methods, by grinding, dimpling and

Ar ion milling.

Figure 1(a) shows a plan-view bright-field TEM image

of the film taken near the [001] zone axis with (110) as the

diffraction vector, g¼ (110). YBCO twin domains are

shaped in the form of lamellae parallel to their TBs and

appear in order to relieve the spontaneous strain that arises

during the tetragonal-to-orthorhombic transition that takes

place during the oxygenation step.19,20 Figure 1(a) shows a

single domain of TBs (yellow arrows), along with several

secondary phase nanoparticles (dashed lines). The areas fea-

turing strong diffraction contrast might correspond to Y248

planar defects, as expected for such diffraction condi-

tions;21,22 however, the highly distorted YBCO matrix of

these nanocomposites hinders the identification of isolated

defects. Certainly, a cross-sectional view of a YBCO nano-

composite thin film (see Figure 1(b)) shows a high density of

Y248 planar defects, higher than what it is typically

observed in YBCO-TFA films grown by chemical solution

deposition (CSD)23 (see also supplementary material24). The

Y248 planar defects appear as dark stripes in the Z-contrast

image and are found to be intimately connected to the gener-

ation of incoherent interfaces between the YBCO epitaxial

matrix and the non-superconducting phase.11 Figure 1 shows

a clear example of how the TBs are disturbed by the pres-

ence of the BZO nanoparticles. The most obvious change is

the variation of the TB spacing and the bowing of the bound-

ary walls.

A higher resolution image reveals these changes in

detail. Figure 2(a) depicts a plan-view high resolution

Z-contrast image with a BZO nanoparticle embedded within

the YBCO matrix. Careful inspection of the YBCO lattice

unveils the rotation of the atomic planes across the TBs and

allows their delimitation, as shown in the inset. Geometrical

phase analysis (GPA) software25 helps processing the whole

image and characterizing the domain map. This software is

based on the Fourier analysis of a high resolution lattice

image selecting a strong Bragg reflection and performing an

inverse Fourier transform. The phase component of the

resulting complex image gives information on local displace-

ments and rotations of atomic planes. Figure 2(b) shows a

map of Figure 2(a) calculated with the GPA software: a plot

of the fringe rotation map of the {110}YBCO selected Bragg

reflection. The change in color from red to green shows the

rotation (in degrees) of the lattice fringes. Because the

selected Bragg reflection belongs to YBCO planes, a calcula-

tion artifact appears within the region delimited by the BZO

nanoparticle. The calculated value of the angle between adja-

cent twins along the h110i direction perfectly matches with

FIG. 1. (a) Bright field TEM micrograph under two beam condition with

g¼ 110. Under these diffraction conditions TBs appear as dark stripes (yel-

low arrows point to TBs in the image). Randomly distributed nanoparticles

are observed (marked with dashed lines in the image). (b) Cross-sectional

low magnification Z-contrast image of a nanocomposite with BZO nanopar-

ticles embedded within the YBCO matrix. Dark horizontal stripes corre-

spond to Y248 intergrowths.

FIG. 2. (a) Plan-view high resolution Z-contrast image of a 20 nm embedded

BZO nanodot within the YBCO matrix viewed along the [001] zone axis.

Along this zone axis, the brightest spots represent the heavy Y/Ba columns,

while the lighter Cu columns appear dimmer. The inset shows a magnified

image of the squared region where the change in orientation of the lattice

planes while crossing the boundaries is observed. (b) Fringe rotation map

corresponding to image (a) of the {110}YBCO lattice planes showing the

rotation (in degrees) of lattice fringes between adjacent twins. Twin spacing

changes due to the nanoparticle presence. Colors show different rotation

angles. {110} YBCO Bragg reflections were used to generate the fringe rota-

tion map, which cause an artifact within the nanoparticle region.
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the theoretical value obtained from the orthorhombic cell,

i.e., 1.78�. On the left side of the image a sharp and straight

boundary is observed, whereas the following TB is strongly

perturbed by the presence of a BZO nanodot. Here again, it

is observed that TB spacing changes due the presence of the

BZO nanoparticle, being reduced to a few nanometers.

As mentioned before, the solution derived YBCO nano-

composites are characterized by a high concentration of ran-

domly distributed nanoparticles, resulting in a high density

of Y248 planar defects. An isolated Y248 intergrowth with a

finite lateral length is structurally analogous to a Frank loop,

i.e., an extrinsic stacking fault surrounded by a partial dislo-

cation. It is clear then that a high density of intergrowths will

distort the YBCO matrix11 and might affect the TB as well.

Cross-sectional views permit a better visualization of the

TB-Y248 intergrowth interaction. Figure 3(a) shows a high

resolution Z-contrast image of the YBCO lattice in the pres-

ence of a Y248 intergrowth. The Y248 intergrowth involves

a shift of half the unit cell along the bYBCO axis; hence,

one can easily identify different zone axes across the TB, as

it is clearly seen in Figure 3(c), which shows two enlarged

images corresponding to regions 1 and 2 of Figure 3(a), iden-

tified as [010] and [100] zone axes, respectively. Just like in

the planar view, the GPA software helps mapping the twin

boundaries, in this case calculating the exx deformation

tensor, though. [100] and [010] domains can be unambigu-

ously distinguished by GPA due to the existing differences

between a and b cell parameters in the YBCO orthorhombic

phase (a¼ 0.382 nm; b¼ 0.388 nm). Figure 3(b) shows the

exx deformation tensor map ensuing from the {100} Bragg

reflection, where the [100] and [010] domains are depicted

as red and green, respectively. The dark horizontal fringe

observed in the center of the map in Figure 3(c) is the result

of the region where the periodicity of (100)YBCO planes is

truncated due the shift along b. On the other hand the Y248

defect appears invisible in the green colored areas because

there is no 1=2b shift of the Y248 structure along the [100]

crystalline direction. As shown in Figure 3(a), the interaction

of the TBs with the Y248 is likely to be strain-mediated. The

stress built up due to an extra Y248 intergrowth and the

ensuing local stress from its partial dislocation constitutes a

strain barrier for the TB growth front propagation, see

regions 2 and 3 in the image. It is also worth noting that this

image corresponds to an almost defect-free region of the

sample and although the TB coherence is broken, its spacing

is close to the one observed in standard YBCO films,

�45 nm (see supplementary material24). On the other hand,

in heavily faulted regions it is observed that the TB spacing

is shortened mightily (�10 nm).

Figure 4 shows an enlarged region of a BZO/YBCO

interface. It is clear that in this region the YBCO matrix is

strongly distorted and the (00l) planes are bent due to the

presence of numerous intergrowths. A careful inspection of

the micrograph permits probing, cell by cell, the successive

changes of the YBCO basal axes. For the sake of clarity, dif-

ferent colors represent different domains in the image. A

patchwork-like pattern is observed as a result of broken twin

coherence and different twin spacing.

Since the orthorhombic phase exhibits a higher O con-

tent than the tetragonal phase, {110} twin domain formation

FIG. 3. (a) A composition of consecu-

tive atomic resolution Z-contrast images

along a particular Y248 planar defect of

a YBCO nanocomposite cross-sectional

specimen. (b) exx deformation map

showing in colors (red and green) differ-

ent deformation values. Region 3 in (a)

was taken as a reference area. (c) Close

up views of regions 1 and 2 labeled in

(a) corresponding to two sides of a twin

boundary, which permits determination

of the [010] and [100] zone axes in (b).

The brightest spots correspond to Ba col-

umns, followed by Y and finally by Cu,

being the darkest contrast shown by the

atomic planes containing Cu-O chains.

FIG. 4. High resolution Z-contrast image showing a YBCO/BZO interface.

Green and brown colored regions mark different twin domains, where green

corresponds to [100] YBCO zone axis orientation and brown to [010] zone

axis. The arrows point to local intergrowths with one and two extra Cu-O

chains added to the YBCO structure. The inset shows a triple chain inter-

growth, YBa2Cu5O8 (Y125).
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is strongly determined by O diffusion within the film during

the phase transformation process, and consequently, by the

microstructure of the sample. In a defect-free environment,

the formation of coherent twins in YBCO results from the

heterogeneous nucleation of oxygen-rich centers of the

orthorhombic phase at the surface of the grains (at grain

boundaries and pores). Afterwards, the nuclei grow and

extend deeper into the grain by incorporating oxygen sup-

plied from ambient through the pore-grain boundary-twin

boundary network and by incorporating twin nuclei that

might have been eventually formed inside the grain. During

the last stage of twin formation coarsening takes place, elim-

inating some of the twin boundaries and thus decreasing total

free energy.20 In the case of the present YBCO epitaxial

nanocomposites, the interfaces between the superconductor

and the secondary phase nanoparticles are expected to con-

stitute additional nucleation sites for twin boundaries due to

the broken symmetry, strain, and altered chemical structure,

which decrease the nucleation barrier. In addition, defects in

highly faulted films, like the ones studied here, constitute

additional paths for O transport.26,27 As observed in Figure

1(b), YBCO nanocomposite films feature plenty of randomly

staggered Y248 defects. As previously reported, these planar

defects have a marked irregular shape which stacking leads

to highly strained three-dimensional regions within the

YBCO lattice.11 These highly localized and strained regions

might pin the twin boundaries; thus, the final domain pattern

will be a consequence of the TB-planar defects interaction.

TBs must adapt to lattice distortions and strain barriers asso-

ciated to Y248 defects and their associated partial disloca-

tions. A paradigmatic example is shown in Figure 4. The

arrows point to local intergrowths with one and even two

extra Cu-O chains added to the YBCO structure, the later

corresponds to a local composition of YBa2Cu5O8 (Y125)

and it is shown in detail in the inset. Y125 intergrowths are

shorter in length (few nanometers), and the higher local

strain generated prevents the advance of adjacent twin boun-

daries. As observed in Figure 3, Y248 and Y125 partial dis-

locations appear to pin the propagation of TBs. This

interaction results in a scenario where twin boundaries are

no longer coherent along the twin domain, being sometimes

the twin spacing reduced down to few nanometers (see

Figure 4). Indeed, in such faulted regions the twin boundary

coherence along the c-axis could be as small as just one

Y248 unite cell.

The effect of nanoparticles and the associated defects

onto vortex pinning has been evaluated from the Jc angular

dependence of a standard YBCO film (without BZO nano-

particles) and a YBCO-BZO nanocomposite. In Figures 5(a)

and 5(b) we plot Jc(h) measured at l0H¼ 9T and at two dif-

ferent temperatures, T¼ 10 K and 65 K, respectively, for

both samples. Solid lines correspond to the isotropic pinning

contribution determined by means of the Blatter scaling

approach.28 It should be noted that the incorporation of BZO

nanoparticles produce a clear enhancement of the isotropic

Jc contribution associated to the highly nanostrained YBCO

matrix induced in the nanocomposites.11 In addition, the con-

tribution of anisotropic pinning defects (intergrowths and

twin boundaries) can be evaluated by subtracting the iso-

tropic contribution from the total Jc(h) at the h value where

the magnetic field is oriented along the anisotropic defect.

Thus, pinning associated to anisotropic extended defects par-

allel to the ab planes, such as Y248 and Y125 intergrowths,

can be estimated by analysing the width of the Jc peak

appearing above the isotropic Jc contribution when H is

aligned parallel to the ab-planes (dotted line in Fig. 5 at

h¼ 90�). The full width at half maximum values obtained

for the standard sample at 65 K and 10 K are 2.5� and 4.6�,
respectively. Instead, for the nanocomposite much larger val-

ues have been found, i.e., 4.0� at 65 K and 11.4� at 10 K, evi-

dencing the effect of a higher density of intergrowths.

Regarding the effect of twin boundary distribution on

vortex pinning, we must evaluate the anisotropic Jc contribu-

tion when H is aligned along the c-axis (dashed line in Fig. 5

at h¼ 180�). At this h value a Jc peak over the isotropic con-

tribution is observed in the Jc(h) curves measured at 65 K for

both samples (dashed line in Figure 5(b)) indicating that

there is a pinning contribution of c-axis correlated defects

(mainly twin boundaries) to the total Jc. A quantification of

this anisotropic contribution can be performed by subtracting

the isotropic Jc(h) (solid lines in Figure 5) from the experi-

mental Jc curve (symbols in Figure 5). By doing that on a

standard sample, we obtain that at h¼ 0� and 65 K a 84% of

Jc comes from c-axis anisotropic pinning defects (twin boun-

daries) whereas for the nanocomposite and due to their

nearly isotropic pinning performance, the fraction of pinning

force associated to twin boundaries is just 21%. On the other

hand, we have demonstrated that the main effect of BZO

nanoparticles on the TB distribution is the reduction of their

vertical coherence along the c-axis. This lack of coherence

should also have a significant effect on the Jc performance at

low temperatures where vortices easily channel along TBs.12

Indeed Jc(h) curves measured for a standard sample and

FIG. 5. Angular dependence of Jc at 9T, for a standard YBCO film (open

symbols) and a nanocomposite (closed symbols) at (a) 10 K and (b) 65 K.

Solid lines correspond to the Jc random pinning contribution determined

using the Blatter scaling approach. Dotted and dashed lines mark the orienta-

tion of magnetic field direction along the ab planes and c axis, respectively.
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YBCO-BZO nanocomposite at low temperature, 10 K

(Figure 5(a)), show that the standard sample presents a sharp

suppression of Jc at h¼ 0 K (dashed line in Figure 5(a)) asso-

ciated to easy vortex sliding along the TB planes (vortex

channeling) whereas no hints of channeling are observed for

the YBCO-BZO nanocomposite.

In conclusion, we have shown how TBs in YBCO nano-

composite thin films are disturbed by the presence of second-

ary phase nanoparticles as well as by intergrowths.

Secondary phases promote the nucleation of TBs and, at the

same time, result in bending, decreasing, and changing the

TB’s spacing. On the other hand, the local strain ensuing

from the partial dislocation associated to Y248 and Y125

intergrowths break the vertical coherence of TBs. Since the

shape, dimensionality, size, and orientation of defects are

key parameters to define their relevance as flux pinning sites,

this new scenario should definitely modify understanding of

TBs in nanocomposites, acting as pinning sites or as flux

channels. We show that the anisotropic pinning contribution

coming from TBs (at high temperatures) has a minor role

compared with the huge enhancement of isotropic pinning in

nanocomposites. On the contrary, we demonstrate that the

reduction of the TB vertical coherence has a relevant effect

on precluding vortex channeling at low temperatures and

thus avoiding a Jc suppression for field parallel to the c-axis.
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